
Presentation in front of junior high school students

SSⅠ&SSⅡ Presentation on Summer Seminars

Students in the Science Course did a presentation on the seminars

they had during the summer vacation. First year students held a

presentation on August 26, when we had “Open School” for junior high

school students. According to the questionnaire from the junior high

school students, they said that they could understand what the

students are learning in the SSH course.

【science tour】 【lectures @ Niigata University】

Kyoto Municipal Science Center for Youth GIS study

Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute Brain Research Center

Kumagusu Minakata Memorial Meseum

Kumano Kodo Street

Kumagusu Minakata Archives

Fukui Prefectural Dinosaur Museum

Second year students had a presentation on September 8. They reported about the Science Tour and the

lectures held in Nagaoka University of Technology. They had many questions to each presentation.

transmutation simulation of truss structure

Research Project Presentation semiconductor for blue LED and white LED

Research Project Poster Session the new usage of 3D printers

Center for iPS Cell Research to visualize physics with computer

Dinosaurs Museum shape and stability of proteins

Brain Research Center @ Niigata University the last mystery of human beings: superconductivity in high temperatures
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Museum of Fossa Magna

Science TourⅡ

SSⅠ Fun Experiments in Chemistry & Physics

We had “Fun Chemistry & Physics Experiments” on September 17 as a part

of SSI. First, we had the chemistry experiment in the 5th period using very

familiar seasonings, salt (sodium chloride) and sugar (sucrose). At first, the

students heated them up and tried to dissolve them. Sugar melts at a low

temperature and became caramelized, while salt didn’t melt easily. We

heated it up for ten minutes with the gas burner at its maximum and finally it

turned into a colorless liquid, which impressed students a lot. After that, we

turned off the gas burner and put a match close to the test tube. Then the

tube caught fire, which surprised students as well. After the first experiment, they had another one. They

made “Karumeyaki,” a sponge brittle, with sugar and baking soda. They learned that the sugar solution would be

over 100℃ and the process of heat decomposition of the baking soda. The “Karumeyaki” was sweet and tasty.

In the 6th period, the students had a fun experiment in physics. They carried out four experiments; one to

play music carried by an electric current made by electromagnetic induction, one about a self-made hovercraft

which people can ride on, one about a power balance using the air and one about the world of the ultra cold using

liquid nitrogen. According to the questionnaire, all students answered they came to have more interest in

science.
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